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MARCH DOWN FIRST
An
impatient motorist
thought he might push through the line of march; one

ph,, by R

student thought since it was there, he might hitch a ride.
He did on fop!

GOV. REAGAN "Chicago
vention time all over again."

Con-

Rutherford, Autonomy Topics of Convocation
By JIM DOURGABIAN
Daily Political Writer
An all -college convocation to discuss
campus autonomy in general and the
firing of Dr. Eldred Rutherford in particular is scheduled for tomorrow in
the Loma Prieta Room of the College
Union from 12:30 to 230.
"Here is something that touches
every student and faculty member on
campus," says Randy Kern. Associated

Students (AS.) personnel officer.
Kern says the convocation will not
be a "brainwash" on Rutherford’s behalf, but simply a forum for student
information on the facts surrounding
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke’s actions.
The personnel officer says much rhetoric has concerned the man (Ratherford I

and what his philosophies are,

but the convocation will focus on due
process.

California Academic Senate
Orders Firing Investigation
An investigation into the firing of
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, SJS professor of psychology, by State College
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke was ordered last week by the Academic Senate of the California state colleges.
Dr. John Bachellar, deputy (lean for
student affairs, said Friday that the
Senate passed a resolution ordering the
Executive Committee to investigate
Chancellor Dumke’s action.
The resolution states that the committee orders "an immediate inquiry
into the circumstances surrounding the
reported action of the chancellor and
to report. their findings in recommendations to the Trustees of the California state colleges at/or prior to the
March 24-25, 1970 meeting of the

Trustees."
Dr. Bachellar added that he did not
know the reason the action had been
taken.
At the time of the teacher’s strike a
year ago at SJS, Dr. Rutherford was
president cr. the school’s American Federation of Teachers chapter.
Dumke ordered his dismissal last
month even though renewal of Dr.
Rutherford’s contract was approved by
the San Jose faculty and administration.
The results of the committee’s investigation will be taken up at the
State College Board of Trustees meeting March 24 or 25 in Los Angeles.
The Senate represents faculty members at the state college campuses.

Dr. Rutherford was originally stripped of tenure by the State Personnel
Board. his first step toward reinstatement was through a department reinstatement committee.
He was unanimously approved for
reinstatement. The committee also
asked for a tenure reinstatement and
for his promotion to full professor, according to Kern.
Dr. Rutherford then went to the
School of Humanities and Arts, which
also recommended his hiring.
The All -College Committee was his
next step and was also approved. The
final approval rested with President
Hobert W. Burns, who accepted all the
recommendations and concurred with
the hiring of Dr. Rutherford, according
to Kern.
One day later a letter to Dr. Rutherford from the Chancellor stated he was
assuming jurisdiction over Dr. Burns
and fired Dr. Rutherford,
DUE PROCESS VIOLATION
Kern says these committees for hiring and firing are recognized by the
Chancellor and the Board of Trustees,
and that Dr. Dumke’s usurpation of
Dr. Burns’ and these committees’ porr er violates due process.
Kern also says that to his knowledge
the Chancellor had no knowledge of
the committees’ findings when the decision to fire Dr. Rutherford was made.
Legally the Chancellor can fire Dr.
Rutherford, but Kern emphasized that
these channels of reinstatement have
been recognized. He added that without the information surrounding the

case and the decisions that were made,
the existence of campus autonomy is
questionable.
To correct Friday’s Daily story on
the convocation that said "The issues
of Rutherford’s firing should continue
as a ’low key’ drive," Kern stated emphatically that on the contrary, the
drive began as a low key one, but that
now it should move into high gear.
’SINGLED OUT’
The A.S. officer says that of all the
strikers at SJS and San Francisco
State, Dr. Rutherford was the only one
singled out and fired.
De also says that although a lot of
People do not like Dr. Rutherford or
the American Federation of Teachers
strike he led, the issue at hand during
the convocation will be the principle of
autonomy and due process.
Kern states that the hiring and firing
of faculty should be based on academic
ability and not political views.
Kern invites any student willing to
get involved in the convocation to sign
up in the A.S. offices Hi the College
Union or to see Kern.

Credential Forms
Due by April 15
Students who wish lo apply for a
June 5, 1970 teaching credential have
until April 15 to file an application.
Applications are availabIc in the credentials office, Ed 219.

Demonstrators Greet
Visiting Governor
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
Approximately 300 demonstrators
were on hand when Gov. Ronald Reagan arrived in San Jose to help dedicate the new Police Administration
Building Friday afternoon.
When the governor’s limousine arrived at the dedication at 2:30 p.m.,
the protesters and several hundred onlookers, had already encircled the
parking lot adjacent to the building,
at 201 W. Mission St.
More than 50 plain clothed and uniformed policemen held back the crowd
as Gov. Reagan left his car and entered
the lobby of the building for the dedication.
The governor’s arrival was met with
yelling and raised fists by the demonstrators.
In the short dedication ceremony in
the lobby of the building, San Jose
Police Chief Ray Blaclunore gave a
short address and was followed by the
governor.
Gov. Reagan spoke for about five
minutes on the subjects of law and
order and referred to the demonstrators, who could be heard chanting outside the building, as merely "background music."
"Today the barbarians are abroad,
and they have as their goal the destruction of everything civilization has
built in thousands of years . . . the
only thing we still have standing between us and the jungle are the men
and women of the police force," the
governor said.
LOUD BOOING
His departure from the Police Building was greeted by a loud chorus of
booing from the demonstrators. As his
limousine left the area, an egg thrown
from the crowd hit the rear windshield.
Policemen prevented a group of the
protesters from lowering an American
flag shortly after the Governor left.
The protesters had marched the
eight block distance from the St. James
Park, First and St. James Streets, to
the new building, chanting anti-Reagan
slogans, and had arrived at the building about 10 minutes before the governor.
Earlier, at 12:30 p.m., the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) had
held an informational rally on Seventh
Street to draw support for the demonstration.
About 200 of the protesters met at

*

*

St. James Park for the march and another 100 bypassed the march and went
directly to the building.
T h e Radical Action
Movement
(RAM) had planned a short rally to
be held at the park, but because of the
late time, they decided to start the
march immediately so as to be there
to meet the governor.
One minor incident marred the otherwise orderly procession. A late model
Caddy stopped on the street adjacent
to the marchers and the driver yelled
at thc demonstrators to get out of the
street.
At least one marcher kicked the car
and one man jumped on the hood, then
onto the roof, and then back to the
street. The car turned off on a side
street and drove away.
’TODAY’S PIG’
The march WHS OtherWitiv
as the dzmunstrators, SJS students and
non students, chanted slogans like, "Today’s pig, tomorrow’s bacon," and "Frei
Los Siete."
RAM, sns, and some Mexican-American Student Confederation I MAS(’
members, were among the marchers.
After the 25 minute march dowii
First Street and to the Civic Centi-r
where the building is located, the
marchers were joined by about 75
members of MASC, as well as other
demonstrators.
Demonstrators engaged in shouting
matches with plain clothed policemen
and yelled anti-Regan slogans for about
10 minutes before the governor arrived.
To show their distaste for the Governor, the crowd gave the Nazi raised
fist salute and yelled "Heil." Members
of MASC, as well as other protesters,
yelled "Chicano--Power" with the
same raised fist gesture.
At the Seventh Street rally, which
preceded the march, six speakers were
heard. They were: Lance Jobson, SDS;
Ron Medak, Progressive Labor Party;
Henry Delgadillo, chairman of MASC;
an Iranian Student Association member; Juan Oliverez, MASC; and David
Heberg, SJS student.
The speakers all urged participation
in the anti -Reagan demonstration that
was to follow. Delgadillo and Oliverez
both accused Gov. Reagan of directly
hurting the Chicano people.
Oliverez told the audience of about
200 people, "When you move, you are
the solution."

*

Reagan Hits Dissidents
In ’Calm Before Storm’
By MIKE NOLAN
Daily Investigative Reporter
While a group of SJS students and
other supporters marched toward the
new San Jose Police Administration
Building to protest Gov. Ronald Reagan’s dedication ceremonies, Reagan
took a few moments on his campaign
schedule to make a few comments at a
press gathering.
Amid extremely tight security at the
San Jose Hyatt House which made entrance to the informal 10-minute discussion very difficult, Gov. Reagan
again lashed out at student dissidents
similar to those who booed him lustily
only about an hour later.
The governor had time to answer
only a half dozen questions at the
"press conference," but didn’t hesitate
to comment on student radicals when
the question was directed to him by a
newsman,
"Early last year I publicly stated

that as we have been able to understand the plans of SDS and other
groups . . . one of their plans is total
disruption of the 1970 political campaign.
"I guess they want to bring a kind
of Chicago convention time all over,"
Reagan added, in reference to the demonstrations that disrupted the 1968
Democratic presidential nominating
convention.
Gov. Reagan also commented that
his campaign "so far has not been
quite as fast-paced as the last one."
The governor made a few comments
on the George Murphy financial controversy, though nothing new, and also
responded to a question on the Bay
area transportation problems.
The session, attended by about 30
persons, was not a regular press conference as had been billed previously,
so the governor was able to speak for
only a limited time.

Trustees Expected To Pass Tuition Proposal
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor
State College fecs will more than
double next year when the Board of
Trustees and the legislature take the
expected step and pass a much -resisted tuition plan.
Tuition is on the action agenda for
the March 24-25 meeting of the trustees and it seems likely they will
okay some kind of charge then, or, at
the latest, by April.
Acting President Hobert Burns says
flatly: "I think it (tuition) will go
through both the Board of Trustees
and the legislature."
California State College Student
Presidents Association coordinator
Steve Lieurance says: "I think it will
go through at the end of March, and
then through the legislature."
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke told a
recent press conference: "Odds are
very great that student fees all over
the country will continue to he imple-

mented or raised, and I think we
won’t be an exception."
The chancellor’s office, while not
necessarily endorsing tuition, is preparing a tuition plan to present to the
trustees this month.
Gov. Reagan has openly campaigned
for tuition at both the University of
California and the state college system since he entered office.
On Feb. 20 the U.C. Board of Regents broke a century-long tradition
and voted to charge "educational
fees" of $150 for the fall of 1970 and
$300 for 1971.
As far as the state colleges go,
"Reagan holds all the cards," according to Lieurance. The governor
has now appointed or reappointed
every one of the trustees.
According to the state education
code, the trustees cannot charge more
than $25 per year in tuition, although
there is no limit to the amount of
fees they can levy.

Thus the hoard can simply charge
tuition under the guise of "educational fees," or recommend to the
legislature that the ceiling tre lifted.
The latter is more likely, according
to the chancellor’s office, and there
are already several enabling bills in
the drafting stages in Sacramento.
The governor, who has termed tuition "inevitable," has recommended
a $75 charge for next year and $150
for the following years. He has also
suggested that tuition be deferred
until after graduation for students
whose families cannot afford to pay.
The chancellor’s office is coming up
with a slightly different approach, according to Acting President Burns.
The tuition charge would he $100 for
undergraduates and $150 for graduates in the first year, with no jump in
the second year. It also would tall
for a flat exemption for students who
can show they cannot pay the tuition.
Dr. Burns emphasized that this plan

is unofficial and tentative, and could
be changed before the meeting.
SJS full-time students currently
Pay $74 in fees, the bulk of which
is the materials and service fees of
$54. These charges are already slated
to increase to $76 next fall when the
facility fee is increased from $1 to $3.
These fees, which are $34 for parttime students, go to non -educational
services: the Associated Students,
financial aids office. the health center. College Union, etc. Tuition WOUld
be directed toward instructional facilities.
The imposition of tuition would not,
however, necessarily be a windfall for
the state colleges. It is possible for
the legislature to simply reduce its
tax-supported a ppmpri t ion by t he
amount of tuition that is raised.
Acting President Burns glumly admitted that he Is "not very hopeful"
that tuition will mean more money
for the state colleges.

Rising costs and limited tax money
arsr the reasons usually given in support of implimentation of tuition, although Gov. Reagan has long advocated that students should help pay
for their own education simply as a
matter of prineiple.
Although he admits that fiscal pressures area great, Burns asserted
"Personally, I think we isight to do
something about tax reform . .. The
state can afford to invest in higher
education. And that’s what it is - an
investment. It pays a dividend in the
people it develops and the taxes they
pay."
Dr. Burns is not the only state college president opposed to the institution of tuition. At a meeting of the
18 college executives last week, he
said, "15 or 16 - there was no formal
vote taken, I’m just guessing - are
opposed to it in any way shape or
form."
Perhaps most surprising is the lack

of active opposition among students.
Despite the figure of $176 confronting
them, there is little organized resistance. SJS, caught up in the controversy surrounding fired professor Dr.
Eldred E. Rutherford, has all but
ignored the issue.
The fight may instead he pointed
at the legislature. With the board of
trustees, it is all hut a lost cause.
according to Lieurance. The most that
can be hoped for, he said, is a delay
of one month "on some technicality."
Such delays, in the board and in
the legislature, may, however, forestall tuition for at least one year.
Planning for the fall, 1970, semester
is well underway on campus and in
Los Angeles and Sacramento. For tuition to be imposed by next semester,
action would have to be almost immediate.
Such action is not out of the question, however, "Reagan holds all the
cards," as Lieurance said.
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Editorials
Let’s all face it. ’The U.S. is lilt oked in

Don’t Let It Happen!

war in Lath,, and it probabiy.

Attend the Convocation
11.1/111/11s-Wille 11111111.11(111i

siiitli Will

row afternoon pro% ides an

excellent opportunity for eteryone to find
out ty kit the eme (if -campus autonomy"
means tit him.
V. i can

tell

the actions of
Diunke have violated

you

Chaneellor Glenn

that

S.

an important principle.

V. e can tell you that die Chancellor’s
uiiiuuit Itaye threatened etery professor on
this campus
l,oth now and in the future.
N 11 can
statek

it

tell

Non

will

make a

that

if his decision
pluckerv

of

the

tenure s \ ‘411111.
iii

tell

you is what

the

of all

these implications means to
you as a student.
Tomorrow’s convocation,

however,

offers you the opportunity to answer this
question
for
yourself.
Knowledgeable

will be available to answer quesprovide the pertinent back-

speakers
tions

and

ground

information. But even more important is the open mike policy which

will allow the exchange of ideas from the
floor.

C.111 el1111 till

V..

lii the principles of due process or the
pros erbial "American Way."
But what we can’t

out that interference

the workings of the state college system

IV elected offifi

if-

simply doesn’t adhere

Attend the convocation. Ask your own
questions. Do your own thing
for your
OW11 reasons. But

get involved.

Stuff Girnment

Big Top Time at A.S. Council
By- RENEE BAYER
A.S.’ Cmiticil does

appear to bf. turning into a circus. ’flu.
nimil.er (If

lobby

spectators slowly

but

surely increases every meeting: for where
else can one siew such entertai ttttt etti Inc?
Hope for council was in sight with the
upeoming new appointments, but council
managed
hope.

It

to

delay their only
!bib Willicit wants
from the lour or fist.

eemeiivaui
HiLition-

ridiring emoted member-. sslus
thi-

before

iiiineil members bate
11,

,In.fifir

1111 hi.) he

appointment

and arguing.

time

much 11111
it

would

appi’ar
alili

...arm! tip IhRe -1111111 reS111111i.
har.1-0orking menilair, appointed. It

pelites grow along toward dinner time.
I was told at last weeks meeting by a
councilman (Terry Speizer to he ..xact)
thitt to realize bow effective and efficient
our student council is, I need eel:, to attend council meetings at Hat w
or San
Francisco St ate College. Frankly, if these
c( ttttt eil meetings could possibly be worse

would rather not attend them.
NI-fi al last weeks meeting. NI r. Speizer
staled that 11111111i! tries to work with "lackadaisical. ineffieient. obscure type of A.S.
than here. I

his1. %%110 haVe no direction and have
not attempted to work with council."
In rebuttal. Chairman John Merz described Speizer as"
of the prime ingreilients of conned who initiated fluor ttttt

might spell their fun.

calls and walk -outs." Ilf also

a I et resort ill stop the "bickering:
yelling and rude interruptions, Chairman
If obit Nlerz placed tablet paper On file

the quest’.
of Speizees absence at committee meetings and council meetings after
6 p.m.

1411111, for conneil members tfi write mites
fin last week. Nlore doodling was accomp-

A verbal statement was circulated after
the meeting, that one e
ilman told an.

lidoel than note writing since the fe
consistent eltafitie chatter was tem.
Ii
president. It’s nice to run a meeting a
little more informally if order is maintaieefl. butt council has Os rerun nil limita

oilier lo IiitiNe and said he would call for

lion-. Its time a parliamentarian be appoinifel: One 1,110 Will maintain order and
not join in the "fun and games."
of

If no one is to eritirize the rude action
for selling popcorn at last
Flash"

weeks meeting. then what is there to stop
g a con viewed chambers from bee
Les

st AV I?

llllll erase!)

I

imagine council

Appreciate

that

as

winslil

then’

Ale

a roll rail
adjourn

brought up

off whit h would nut

the

meeting

due

to

aurally
lack

of

a

quorum. V him-then it’s a rumor or not, stn.
dent goNernment should not allow individuals of this sort to participate. As Edwards
stated. "Any

resemblance between what

on here and how student got ernment
should he run is purely co-incidental."
Let’s hope (for the sake of the SJS stn.
(lent liod
that council either "shapes lip
before the upcoming budget
is reieweik which

next

few

weeks.

shillullIl he within

escalate

the

has

not

lied to the

American public about the depth of our
intohentent, but has not told the whole
truth.
His inform:it’

ail tactics remind Ille Of

Russia’s press system. There are no lies,
but not everything is told, under the guise
(if national interest.
Also like the Russians, Nixon uses definitions in strange ways.
Ile says the U.S. IIOS riot

can hies in ground

lost any Ameri-

combat action. But

bow many list’s hat e been lost in the air
war? Also. Hi hilly service men have been
transferred
in Laos.

into the CIA as agents to fight
theni have been

How many of

lost? And

remember that the CIA controls

the special

forces

(green

harets).

How

many of these lives have been lost?
We probably won’t know the answers

"It’s nice to be accepted, but .. ."

until five years from now when the news

the number

media report

Guest Room

the week

in

of deaths for

Laos as it does now for

nab. That’s on the condit

Viet.

the world

lasts that long.

Academic Council Intrigue?

If we

Student Got eminent is an important part

er or not to announce Rutz’s ineligibility
to sense.

with student representation is Academic
Council. It is thrimgh this council that

took place and one high official offered
lucrative positions for silenee on the

San Jose

State

students

have

the most

dirty

behind -the-scene

politics

power to form policy- for this campus.
.111 view of this, it distresses me that
Mike Rutz was allowed to repreent San

It is too bad that s01111. individuals are
appointed and elected to positions of prestige and honor and yet do not act ac-

11111 Academic Council
Jose State
until March 0, 1 911), when he in fact was

people who demand

ted a student at San Jose Stale, If this bad
been an mersight on the part of other
officials, it would base
student got er

It

See111

tluat

ii

is the

same

1110111 authority and

get ertiment. that
abuse the authority Anil 1111[0110111y is iui’fr
the A.S. govern:fleet has.
autonotny

for

student

been understandable. This was not
case. Many hull% idnals knew and attempted
to determine quietly who was next in line
for the seat. After determining who was

In addition to this, why has not the Spartan Daily informed the student body of

next in line they would then

student body?

the

decide wheth-

this matter? Why have the details of the
Mike Rutz removal been kept from the SJS

’This Is Sparta Camp’
Editor:
I was cast into a surrounding of beauty that
both my mind and body could enjoy. There
was a flowing of words and communication
was the rule instead of the exception. People
just felt close because they were in an environment of warmth and acceptance. Activities
were 1111IlleeOUR yet spontaneity was the rule.
Music filled the air and vibrated from the hills
and echoes of sound lasted for hours. It was
hang loose free happy just F1 natural high.
Relat kinships were established between people
and no differentiations were made between
faculty and students. There was equality and
opinions were discussed openly. There were
enlightening seminars and numerous small
gatherings of just rapping. But most importantly, it Wits a weekend of etaiatnenment, excitement and growth.

Much

dissent is now coming from 1 .S.

Sen. Alan Cranston has accused Nixon
of entering attother Asian war, this time
in Laos.
California

senator

has

said

that

numbers of Americans have admitted to
him that they were ordered into Laos from
N ietnant with instructions to say they were
bet if captured.
Cranston also reports that sources have
told him that the 1 .5. is paying betvzeen
1 5,000 and 40,1100 Meo tribesmen in Laos
to fight the North Vietnamese there.
Sell. Mike Mansfield has urged another
Geneva session to settle

the

dispute. He

says our intervention, as well as

the North

.se’s has made a shambles of the
1962

Geneva accord which should have

And Republican Sen. Jacob Javits wondthe Administrat ’s theory that

ers about

"we are not at war in Lame because it is

1984; Sparta C amp; Help!
Last Thursday’s article, "Music Festivals
May Face End," is yet another example of the
Agnew mentality we find increasing so alarmingly in the (soon to become) Divided States
land people) of America.
Two bills presently before the California
State Legislature (the representatives of the
people?)- A.B. 148 and S.B. 59would, in
effect, prohibit not only rock festivals but any
assembly, meeting, or parade of more 5000
people. Prohibition of such events will be at
the discretion of local governments (hike
Mayor Yorty’s of L.A.) for what can be asSUMed to he tiny reason whatsoever.
Laws like this are not merely restrictions of
our freedom-to-assemble right of the U.S.
Constitution, but rather outright directives
and regulations of our lives.
Regarding the bills mentioned, the place
vihere the crucial decision will be made is the
Assembly Local Government Committee. Four
Ray Area Legislators are on that committee:
San .lose/Campbell -- John Vaseoncellos;
John Miller; San Francisco --Berkeley
Leo McCarthy; Richmond -- John Knox. Any
letter or card addressed to these men at the
State Capitol in Sacramento will get there.
If either of these bills pass, consider what
that means to you.
Rich Webber
A09964

be

neutralized Laos.

Thrust and Parry

‘Police State Here?’

will

senators, Democrats and Republicans alike.

The

matter.

cordingly.

the conflict

through nationwide dissent.

of any academie institution. At San Jose
State, the most sienificant organization

Niue!’

are lucky

stopped soon. or at least our part of it,

By JOHN F. HERLIHY

Editor:

1-seciated Student

Nixon

President

Tuition, the great unequalizer that Gov. Reagan has been pushing for
three years, and whieh students base awaited with dread, is all but upon us.
Ind absurdly. puzzlingly. no one is doing much about it.
Perhaps. after arguing it for three years and still seeing it implemented at the
I My er-ity of California. eseryone is tired of the battle.
Mori Ii k.l . in the furiir sumitinding the Rutherford case, and the furtive
hopes and nagging doubts about the permanent presidency of SJS. other items on
the Trustees March agenda. including tuition. hale !teen 0% erlooked.
lint the time has c1 mme. and nearly gone. when students must again assert to
the trustees and the legislature that tuition rannot he imposed at a tulle when education for all segments of society. the poor and even more than the comfort’
aide, is so badly needed.
The trustees cannot of theinsels es impose tuition. They can. however, recommend to the legislature that it be imposed. and they most likely will do just that
at their meeting March 21and 25.
If tbe battle is It in the trustees’ meeting (and. considering the number of
Reagan appointees. it probably will be) then the figlit must be transferred to the
I egislature in Sacramento.
It nuist be shown that the imposition of a tuition fee could:
-- Eliminate the poor from the state colleg. system. Lsett if tuition were deferred. or es en will% ed. the psychological block would stop some. and more would
be unwilling to ti% am he into the bureaucratic sea that surrounds a deferment.
- I’lace a greater burden on the middle income family too well off for scholarships. but sacrificing to put two or three children through college.
--Open the door to es er-inereaAng charges. eventually cutting off higher education to a vast segment of the public.
---Verpetualize institutionalized racism by placing education, and thus higherpaying
even further beyond the reach of minorities in America.
Don’t let it happen. Organize. petition, write. march. protest. During this election year, let the legislature know where we stand.

Ile field

will

into another N ietnam.

This is an experience --this is Sparta Camp.
Interviews for the Sparta Camp Committee
will be held Jan. 12 and 13 in the College
Union. in the personnel office on the third
level. Hours: 10-12 and 2-4 both Tuesday and
Wednesday (12th and 13th).
Linda Slim
Al7003

Rutherford ’Inspires’
Dear Governor Reagan,
I am a resident of Hancock Park in Los
Angeles; my father il member of the 14011Ywood Chamber of Commerce; I did not have a
chance to meet you at the campaign party
given at the
home before your election, but I did have the honor of shaking your
hand at the Los Amigos de Pueblo Governor’s
Ball at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in February
of 1968, at which I was a hostess for Mrs.
Robert 0. Cummings.
Now, I am attending San Jose State College
a nursing -psychology maim): psychology,
only because of the inspiration of one professor, Eldred K Rutherford. Dr. Rutherford is
the finest and most warm, sensitive professor
I have ever been fortunate to have. Now he
has been fired as a result of his unpadded
honesty of admitting to participating in the
American Federation of Teachers’ strike of
fall 1968. 1, as well AS every student he has
inspired, feel this to be a great injustice.
It has been ruled by President Burns that
Dr. Rutherford would be reinstated but lose
his tenure as professor of psychology, but
Chancellor Dumke has overruled this decision.
Although he did not hold classes during the
strike, I understand that Dr. Rutherfoni did
assign individual projects to each student in,
that all his classes were enriched by a selfmotivation experience. and no student was
neglected by him during the strike.
Dr. Rutherford has become my friend as a
devoted teacher and one who eared enough to
"take the time: He took the time with me
and now the future of many students like
myself is in jeopardy.
I am writing as a concerned student find
American and would like to know what you
recommend can he done to reinstate Eldred
Rutherford as a professor of psychology at
San Jose State College. What can r and my
fellow students do? Please help!

as

sincerely yours,
Jane Marie Nicholas

only an air war."
Obviously. all America, even the Adminiwants peace, but on different
terms. The Administration wants to "win
in Laos" just as it wants to "win in Vietstration,

nam."
Perhaps a peace proposal made by the
Pallet Lao Communist leader Prince Souphanonvong to Laos’ leafier and his halfbrother, Prince Souvanna Phounta, could
bring a peace agreed to by all.

It is a five-point plan. It calls for 11
an end to U.S. intervention in Laos anti
respect of the independence and neutrality
of Laos, 2) Laos to follow a foreign policy
of peace and neutrality and to refrain from
joining any military alliance. 3) free and
democratic elections. 4) a conference to set
up a coalition government and 5 I the unificatbm of Laos.
Negotiations by the two princes, with
advice by North

Vietnam and

would he the quickest

the U.S.

and most equitable

to the war.
Lees hope Nixon listens to U.S. if
Let’s not let democracy die as do our Men
sol

in Vietnam and Laos.
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’Chicago Seven Lawyer William Kunstler uffiiiiim News Review
Expected at SJS in Two Weeks’ Edwards San Jose Threatened by Bombs
By

ROBERT t’AREIHO
Daily staff Writer
Villiam Kunstler who defended the Chicago Seven, will lar at
SJS in a "couple of weeks." A.S.
President James Edwards said
during a Friday morning interview on The Lu Ryden Show."
Edwards made the statement
when asked if Kuntsler is caus-

DeBey To Report
On New College
Experiences in the Now College and the effectiveness of its
programs will be discussed tomorrow from 12 to 2 p.m. in the
Umunhum Room of the College
Union. The discussion is part of
the Education seminar series presented by Experimental College.
Dr. Herold J. DeBey, provost
of the New College, will speak
tomorrow on "An Experience in
Higher Education." The creation
of New College’s programs and
the results of this program will
be the main theme of Dr. DeBey’s
speech.
New College was developed by
bringing together the arts and
humanities into a liberal arts
category. Although it has been on
campus only two years, New College has a present enrollment of
230 students.
Dr. DeBey is a biochemist and
taught in Tutorials for two years
and chemistry two years before
joining New College. He was one
of the creators of the "college."
as were Dr. Robert Clark, former
president of SJS. and Acting
President Hobert Burns.
Dr. DeBey is presently the administrator for New College and
teaches a freshman program in
science.

Tenants Talk
Leases, Rents
Some 30 tenants from the newly organized Killion Halls Tenant’s Union discussed grievances
at a Thursday night meeting.
The tenants discussed unfair
lease provisions of mutual concern. Specific lease items considered unjust by the group included:
1. The $100 assessed by the
landlord for rent to cover
June 1-6, 1970 occupancy.
2.Unrefundable cleaning deposits.
3. The 10 per cent penalty fee
assessed for late rent.
The tenants group also discussed a proposed rent cut to
take effect on April 1. Instead of
paying the regular rent rate, the
tenant’s union plans to pay what
they consider a fair rate of rent.
All tenants taking part will send
in their rent fees together to the
landlord along with ii list of
grievances.
Concerned primarily with lowering rent and rewriting their
lease contracts, the new tenant’s
union members reside in Lee
Apartments, Lynn Hall. Grant
Hall, Kennedy Hall, International
Hall, Encina Apartments, Marlyn
Hall, and other apartments owned
by Killion Enterprises.
Mike Buck. chairman of the
Student Housing Committee and
co-ordinator of the fledgling student tenant’s union approved the
action taken by the Killion Tenant’s Union.
"They are taking steps in the
right direction," he said. "Hopefully other groups will follow
their example and organize their
buildings. It is important to note
that these people are working
through legal channels
it is
not a wildcat movement."
The Student Tenant’s Union,
according to Buck, plans to set
up information booths in front
of the bookstore and on Seventh
Street today. Information on tenant’s legal rights and what Buck
termed "how landlords are making money from their rents" will
be available.

Law Interviews
Chivano law seho(il (mninlates
to he
will have an opporninit
intemiewed for Bonk Hall Law
School, Berkeley, tomorrow at
:1 p.m.
Desalt
representative,
Tony
Quintero, will be in the Mexican
American Graduate Studies office for interviews.

ing "riots" on college canual,es.
Edwards told his audiener that
campus riots are "inevitable" if
attitudes, such as that embodied
in "White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant history course," exist.
American history 17A and B
are the "history of the White people in America." said Edwards.
These courses neglect the history
of Blacks, Chicanos or Orientals,
he charged.
Now. "students are getting involved in the real issues" and
student go% ernment needs to be
the ’focal point for organizing"
the solving to these problems,
he stated.
He said some of the problems
involving students at SIS include
Dr. Eldred Rutherford’s firing
and the cutting of funds by the
state government for SJS’ Educational Opportunities Program.
Lew Solitske, A.S. executive

assistant, said violence on college campuses is caused by the
"conditions" of government. The
Rutherford firing "is a siolent
action" of the government, he
added. Both student government
officials agreed that students’
"creative outlet" to solve their
problems is being impeded.
Edwards believes Kunstler, had
nothing to do with the riots near
the University of California cam Dust at Santa Barbara. "Ile
(Kunstleri has information that
students should be aware of," he
stressed.
Edwards was asked if he would
object to having a speaker talk
in support of prosecution of the
Chicago Seven. He said he would
not object.
Solitske said government is
dealing with people at Berkeley
and Santa Barbara. These people
are "frustrated" he added, and

their avenues of redress "are I,,.
coming chased."
The SJS student body is "totally disrupted" by Chancellor
Glenn Dumke’s firing of Rutherford, said Edwards.
Dumke is "totally wrong" in
his decision and he is in "clear
violation of due prvicess." he said.
Answering questions about
tenure. Edwards emphasized it
"should be guaranteed."
Although "we live by the
rules," Chancellor Dumke doesn’t
play by those same rules, stated
Solitske. Ile called Dumke’s firing of Rutherford a ’conspiracy
misdemeanor."
to
commit
a
which he terms a felony.

ompili
San

Jose

victim

of

became

the

telephoned

latest
brim b

bomb
Friday. Three
threats were made Friday morning, one to the San Jose Mercury
and two to the FBI, about 20
minutes before Gov. Reagan was
scheduled to arrive at the Hyatt
House Hotel.
Police evacuated City Hall and
the Municipal Court building and
searched for a burnt that was
supposed to explode at 1:30 p.m..
but none was found.
The buildings are located near
the site of the new San Jose
threats

from

Vever hit .1

era.

.an
Police Station which I.
dedicated at 2:30 p.m.
A third threat against the
County Jail was made, but that
building was not evacuated.

Espio, ((al. ripped through a
shoi(pim; or.
in Pittsburg and
a night (dub in Washington.
Police said bombs were involved.
George Washington High School
in New York was evacuated
when seven gasoline bombs expirated throughout the school.
A gasoline can was ignited near
the will (if the ROTC building at
Lawrence Unisersity, where newly named draft director Curtis
Tarr Kris Till’uldettt before beer.mimt assistant secretary of the
Air Force last Julie.
New York City has reported
bomb threats at a rate of 10 per
hour. Even the tiny town of
Mendoeino in Northern California
term’ veil a threat on the town’s
high school.

Bomb Mania
Explosions rocked Pittsburg
Pa., and Washington D.C.. gasoline bombs exploded in a New
York high school, suspicious fires
brofte out in two Appleton Wis.
schools, and telephoned bomb
threats were made thromfhout
the nation Friday.

Judges Denied
1.0s1riet Court judges
from Chivago were denied a request Friday to intervene in the
appeal of contempt sentences
against the Chivago Seven.
The ten, colleagues of Judge
or .1. Hoffman, had asked the.
Circuit Court of Appeals for
a definition of the proper limits
of contem;a power of a federal
eourt.

Judiciary Deliberates
On New SDS Appeal
The As,.. iated Students (AS.1
Judientij ,ompleted deliberations
on a new appeal by the Students
for a Democratic Society iSDS)
Friday. The Judiciary’s recommendation will be forwarded to
Acting President Hobert Burns
for his action.
The text cf the deliberations
are not known. since Judiciary
deliberated in a closed session.
Ron Harbeek, speaking for the
SDS, appeared before Judiciary
and asked that the original SDS
appeals case be dismissed since
Judiciary had delayed the case
for three months. He also demanded that all sanctions imposed by the former Student
Aetivities Board (SARI against
the SDS he lifted immediately.
Judiciary had requested that
Harbeek appear before them so
they could explain their position.
The new Judiciary is now formally in session, explained Bill
Johnson, associate professor of
ceerotrics. -since Yosh Uchida
tassaciate professor of physical
education I has resigned and new
Judiciary members have been
Yosh now has no
status on this Judiciary," he said.
-Therefore, a quorum cannot be
met to deliberate the SDS case."
Originally, the SDS had appealed the SAB recommendation
that restricted the SDS to handing out information in its own
name. SDS claimed that the decision to restrict the group was
released to the news media before it was official.
The former Judiciary, which
heard the original appeals case,
tried to meet several times but
each time lacked a quorum. It

Would be unconstitutional if the
new Judiciary was to rule on the
former appeal, Reggie Toren,
associate justice, explained earlier.
Harbeck was offered two alternatives by the new Judiciary
dismissal of the case or a
mistrial. He chose the latter.
The original action by the SAB
to restrict the organization came
as the result of the SOS participation in an unauthorized demonstration at MacQuarrie Hall during Police Week in May of last
year. SDS set up a picture board
next to Police Week tables at
the MacQuarrie Hall quad.
In June of last year, the SDS
was found guilty of "disorderly
and unethical conduct and of
misuse of state property." The
vote was 4-2. The SAP also,
unanimously. found the group in
violation of the SJS Staoment
of Student Rights and Responsibilities.
The SAB authorized the SDS
to function only as an authorized
student organization to pass out
literature in its own name.
Die SDS is restricted from exercising all other privileges granted
a recognized campus organization.
Other action taken by the Judiciary at Friday’s meeting was
the announcement of new faculty
members. Roy Young, assistant
professor of political science and
Aimee Wiggsey Sivertsen, personnel counselor, were recently
approved for Judicial seats by
Acting President Burns.
The Judiciary will hold its
regular meeting today at 3:45
in the Council Chambers on the
third level of the College Union

JAPAN
’LOVE FEAST’Recruiters for Hare Krishna distributed toed in
abundance to the sizeable crowd lounging on the fountain lawn
Friday afternoon.

followed him from the beginning
of his career in 1955 until his
in
funeral
and
assassination
April, 1968.
The motion picture contains
scenes of brutality committed
against the movement arid it
shows King as a man who was
not afraid to act for his beliefs.
The film has been put together
from television tapes, motion pictures and private sources. Ely
Landau, motion picture producer,
has worked on the production for
more than a year,
Among those who are contributing to the documentary are
Harry Belafonte, Diahann Carroll, Bill Cosby, Ben Gazzara,
Charlton Heston, James Earl
Jones, Burt Lancaster. director
Joseph L. IvIankiewiez. Walter
Mat thau, Sidney Poitier, Anthony
Quinn, Leslie Uggams and Clarence Williams III.
The two-hour and 30 minute
film will cost $5 per ticket.

S.J.S. BRIDGE CLUB
With Duplicate Ploy
LESSONS: 7:70 P M. - S P.M.
Game Beginning at 8 P.M.
STUDENTS: 5.75
OTHERS: $1.00
WEEKLY IN
THE COLLEGE UNION
Beginning

March

19

199

SLIMMER .4 COLLEGE CREDITS
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
In depth vacution erupt/trent and study
of Japan’, h,story palitics, economics,
education, reopen and arts. RISC pro,
lessor adm,nisters classes, but lectures
are by leading Japanese educators.
Enroll for credit or as auditor, and re.
guest pass fail or alphabetical grades.
Price Includes Oakland,Tokyo roundtrip via net charter flight (based on
IOC’ e occupancy), first-class hotels,
!rain and motor coach Japan travel,
transportation and admission to zips
’70, extensive sightseeing, guides,
a sinetec..
baggage handling, tips, transferrrg
Hong Kong optional. Land
ments operatAd by,

inonv
"HELLO DOLLY"
Century 24

Discount Tickets
\suitable at

HOWARD TOURS

Student Aeti% ity

OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
APPLY. Institute of International
StliAtes; 522 Grand Avenue, Oalt,and,

Student Union

40r.ore
tr,"11,4

/1 0.

HUN - I - NUT Co.
Specializing in Middle-Eastern and
Mediterranean foods & pastries
FRESH DAILY:
Fib o

(strudel leaves)

Hun-i-nut
Baklaua
Strudel
ideal for gifts!

Cookies_ ete

Hare Krishna to One and All;
King Film Premiers Locally; Friday Chanting a Real Ball
Study in Non-Violent Tactics

An evening in tribute to Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. will be
presented Tuzrsday, March 24.
Toe world premiere of "King:
A Filmed Record . . . Montgomery to Memphis" is an educational motion picture which records the life and work of Dr.
King as a civil rights leader, as
an advocate of Black people and
as a man of peace.
The filmed documentary will
be given its world premiere at
1,000 theatres in 300 cities across
the U.S.. Canada and Europe.
The March 24 showing will benefit organizations carrying on the
work of Dr. King.
Theaters estimate the film will
raise $5 million to help support
civil rights organizations. It is
being made possible through a
collaboration of motion picture
theaters for the single showine.
Premiering the documentarN
locally will be the Cinema 150 ie
Santa Clara. The showing will by
at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Corctta Scott King has
said, "We have not previously
had an opportunity to see at one
time all of the campaigns that
were conducted during those
12’rr years of my husband’s life
and leadership. With this motto,
philtre. many people who he
veo little knowledge of the nonviolent movement !IDYL. %xi) I he
able to see and understand It and
Its relevance to problems today"
The historical film is of Kine
and the masses of people who

29
DAY S

Fridaj the Elth is supposed to
feature strange oveurrences, (ind
last Friday lived up to all expectations.
As students lounged around
the fountain and soaked up the
noonday sun, a delegation of :to
members from the Hare Krishna
Movement, equipped with cymbals, drums, guitars rind sitars,
spread blankets and prepared
for a "love feast."
The feast eventually turned
out to he an announcement of
the formation of a flare Krishna
etott at sfs. A iitrolier.m.in Pr
the group invited ill midents
attend the club’s meetings at
7:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in Ed 229.
This was no ordinary an- ,
nouncement., however. It was
I by rruSye fanfar(
accomn111
I han am Huh opening siwe
---

of the Gay Liberation Front.
Banners w awe d, food was
served, people sang, danced and
chanted Hare Krishna.
Perhaps strangest of all on
this 13th Friday, SJS’ persistent
canine corps passed up the banners, food and singing, and let
the Hare Krishna group dance
in peace.

We aim’ lune exotic Far Ea -tern gift items

Open 11:00

789 The Alameda, San Jose

a.m.-6:00 p.m. Daily

ACCOUNTING
SENIORS
Interested
taxessales

in

airtiting

income

taxescorporation

taxes -unemployment

cerned about proper
careuniversity

insurance? Con-

use of welfare fundsmedi-

and college monies? Do you enjoy

traveling? Hate to Travel? . . .

1.11

r

CALIFORNIA
STATE
GOVERNMENT
NEEDS AUDITORS.

)4,7’
Al:1

(:)

VAGINAL DEODORANT

cent 971)Ur_

Ma/ g

.t

Your best

for do

and
CLEANSING TOWELETTE

source of supply

if .sittirsell jewelers

Lost was casters and rock
hounds. Largest stock of gems,
rhinestones, tools, gold, and
silver. 1000’s of jewelry tidings.

MY
OWN.
Also available in a spray.

State auditors find early responsibility in a wide variety of
professional auditing careers. Promotional opportunities are
excellent. To fond out more about these openings, please go
to your Placement Office and make an appointment with one
of the State representatives when they will be on campus
March 19, 20. Our representatives ore authorized to make
definite employment offers. All you have to do is to make an
interview appointment at your Placement Office
but you
must do so now; because, if you wait until our people
are
on campus, it may be too late to fit you into their schedule.

Come In And Browse
Gelti
i10113 NN .

Ihiri

San Carlos

Ate

Contact Your P13cement Office NOWA
for an Interview cn March 19, 20

Mai

Angry Young Man:
’I Ain’t Marchin’
a’IRGINIA GOLDEN
special to the Daily
Dotson Rader is an angry
young man ssho speaks for an
angry core of young Americans.
Newsweek mavazine called him
"The Eldridge Cleaver of the
White New Left." art that’s precisely how he come, across in his
book. "I Ain’t Marchin’ Anymore."
Written in a freshly honest and
vulgar style, Raster’s book expresses both the political and
social viewpoints of the New IA.ft
in AmeGra.
By

A student :it Columhia University, Rader started out as what
he called a moderate
picketing, rallying and sitting in against issues ranging from
Kennedy’s Cuban Missile Crisis
of 1962 to Woolworth’s segregation in the South. It didn’t do a
bit of good, however, and Rader
anew there had to be a better
way to change the system.
’CONFRONTATION POLITICS’
Although SDS was in existence
at Columbia, anti Rader had
heard both Tom Hayden and
of Berkeley talk
Mario SIM
about the use of "confrontation
politics," he was at first skep-

llokr this your ’t.o.tr for

EUROPE
.
EDUCATIONAL STUROI
DENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
WOODSIDE RU, REDWOOD CITY OR
1r17 BEVERLY BLVD
LOS ANGELES

tict,I. and. I,ae many of his
friends, felt powerless.
Finding the non-violent "dem,cratic" methods he had advoc:0,
prove to be meaningless and :reflective, the young activist gradually realized a need for resolution, and gave up the "sweet 1:fe
of the democratic Left" Ini ,tte
of violence and militancy-.
LIBERATING COLUMBIA
laitson Rader hecam... inseised
in the SDS. He partieipated in
the march on the Per ’gun
’,,, stu1967, and was armor,
dents who liberated
bia campus in 1965’
the action of the .
and being a viet.a.
terms the police In
occurred. Rader grea
than ever in his vonvictiall,
the need to change the system.
For him America was a divided
country facing civil war, divided
between the vietima and the authorities He knew that the 4,nly
community he and his friends
would ever know would be that
of the victims, since they were
"cut off from what Itich:ard
Nixon likes to call ’the mainstream of American Life". If
Eldridge Cleaver was correet
when he said that a civil war
could be fought between one dissenter and his nation, then a
601 war was going on in America."
"I Ain’t Marchira Anymore" is
a book that is disturbing to read.
It

is disturbing because of the

straightforward truth it contains,
r truth which is not an easy one
t,, lanai/.

There is no meit to
Iii a hidden message in this

book

it hits you right in the

face txfore you eet a chance.

GARDEN CLASPNo, just an art class.
Left, instructors Toni May and Paul Stanger tell
their students what to do straight from their
handbook ’Readers Digest, Complete Book of

SE Symphony Orchestra
’
IP
iransie
11. Won Choi, graduate students
ill rriii5ic, will be featured soloist,
stills the Symphony Orchestra,
Wednesday, April 8, at 8:15, tens.
in Concert Hall, Admission is
free.
’rhe two instrumentalists will
perform Antonio Vivaldi’s ’Concerto GEOSSe In A Minor for Two
Violins and String Orchestra."
"First Suite for Small Orehestra,"by Igor Stravinsky, will also
be presented by the eighty member orchestra under the direction
of Robert H. Mannina. assistant
professor of music.
Mrs. Strange has played with
the Orange County Symphony
Orehestra and in currently a
member of the Santa Clara Phil._ . _
----

a -,n Jose Sync
ra,
bony. She also serves as coneertmistress with the SJS Symphony Orchestra,
Mrs. Choi, who arrived in the
United States from Korea in 1968,
performed for three years with
the Korean National Symphony
Orchestra. She was also featured
on numerous radio and television
concerts.
The SJS Brass Ensembles,
under the direction of Assistant
Professor William George, will
illso perform.
Mush. by Beethoven, Berlioz,
Vivaldi and Stravinsky will be
Informed. Pamela Reach, piano,
and Catherine Huntsinger, soprano, will join Mrs. Strange and
Mrs. Choi as solo performers.
- --------

the
sounds
of san jose
proudly
presents
Agoldsmith
Soloists
Kenneth and
Pamela Goldsmith
offering
Mozart’s "Sinfonia
Concertane for
Violin and Viola".

Art Quad Beautification Started;
Class Project Is To Build Garden
,.

By MARC!’t\ls

Daily- Enter’

lllll

ss ,i .a

Have you berm
It .g
building lately? Well il
you would ask rh1 aer
r
Bons in your marl tiro
students are asking. What is soing on?
There are numerous wooden
boxes of all sizes and shapes
scattered around the art quad.
I, ll
Some base just dirt in
some don’t have
have rocks and one even ii e.
beginnings of a pond in the middle of it.
Upon investig,ation it was (ti.
covered that the boxes a ,,,,
beginning of an art el.,
in Art 12 A -B instruct. it
Staiger and Toni May.
Any student looking thr
1,
the SJS catalog for an ar .
would have discovered the ,Hsdiscription. It reads: An inttoduction of basic design prin.,:’
and color theories. sturpc
tice involving main
.
motifs. Emphask mensional design
Littie
they realize they would end ta.
building a garden.
At the beginning of the s
ester the student were told In,
were to build a cunt :liner a;
proximately four feet
In this box they we.
some type of aarden. T’,
tors justified this ()rola, :
ing, "We wanly(’ the stud,.
do a down-to-earth proje,a
once." There is already es,.
of a rock garden. st ’ass
I :0,1,
ard
patch,
many others.
’Our
aecordine

KSJS
News Log
nitia NEWsLINE. Listen to
Sheld,s, M on.: and
Vii.115551
110W, train ,,ialtiad the
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM. ’Mark Hutchens and Sandy Olivas
will discuss news from
SJS and other camplISeS around tho state.

salkind
Soloists Milton and Peggy Salkind
playing Mozart’s
"Concerto for Two Pianos,
in E Flat Major".

come
enjoy yourself.

6:25 S It It TA N CoCI’s.

salgo
Sandor Salgo and the
San Jose Symphony Orchestra
performing the featured
music of "2001: A Space Odyssey"
(Also sprach Zarathustra).

KSJS is located at 90.7 FM.

..2,-msztxxx.--Ar
FROM OAKLAND
FIN

JET CHARTER
TO LONDON

Friday, March 20th, at 8:30 PM. Seats at
$3.50, $2.50, and $1.50. Tickets available at
Wendell Watkins Box Office in the Sherman Clay Building,
50 North Winchester Blvd.
Phone 296-7866.
Or tickets may be purchased
nite of the performance at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium Box Office.

.the
san Jose symphony
orchestra

... the sounds of san jose

the Garden." Above, Diane Cucuzzi and Dave
Pierce look over the vegetable gaiden that
Diane has just planted.

$135
ONE WAY
LONDON -AMSTERDAM

$275

ROUND TRIP
For complete flight schedule
phone

(415) 392-8513
OR WRITE
CHARTER FLIGHTS

Quit M Sit K FT ST.
S ati FRANCISCO, FA, 51103

h

pisitilem has been the sicsit ion of dirt. We originally
planned to use the dirt from the
new business building but that
fell through. Now the class goes
on excavation expeditions to the
Santa Cruz Mountains and brings
the dirt hack."
At the end of the semester the
classes will have a Harvest Festival. At this festival the student
will harvest their crops. They will

ET.A.N DAILY

By
D Bi RANDALL
Daily Entertainment Editor
ol.1.1.0 a sucker for acivertis, the way I guess I aml,
1-’1 belies e the posters when
,
s encouraging things like
, oi the Year’s Ten Best
ies. I found out the hard way
nat to believe such judgments.
The most recent example of
this disappointment was ’Tell
Them Willy Boy Is Here.’ Start ate Robert I "Butch Cassidy"I
Realard, Robert Clark and Katherine Ross, ’Willy Boy’ is really
little more than an ordinary old
western.
’rhe theme basically deals with
Indian prejudice and misunder.tanding. But where the old
slaiot-em-up westerns at least
11:1,1 clear demarcations between
rirl and white, and lots of action,
’Willy laoy’ tries to draw psychoconclusions about modern
day, ex-reservation Indians.
The attempt and intent are
sdrilirahle The plight of the mod ii Indian is not to be taken
ii.,Istly an. shrugged off, hut the
imilerlying story of ’Tell Them
Willy Boy Is Here’ is trite and
overworn.
Willy Boy, a "Bad Injun." is
fauna necking in the woods with
sweetheart.
He
abruptly
draws his gun, shoots his discoverer, and he and his sweetie run
iand I do mean run) through
miles and miles of film and des -

Lake Tahoe

SUMMER JOBS
Recruiting now thru March 20
18 year, and older
TOP PAY IN AMERICA’S
ALL YEAR PLAYGROUND

STREET

290
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’Willy Boy’ Flick Is
A Plain Old Western

French & French
Agency

CITY & ZIP

erosion."

ENTERTAINMENT

NAME

me 1170 ch lllll flight sch.dul

then sell, distribute ar take their
gardens home. When asked what
they are going to do with all of
the dirt they have collected
Staiger said, "We haven’t really
decided yet. I am considering
putting a handful of dirt in a bag
and distributing it to students as
they walk by with the instructions to put the Santa Cruz
Mountain soil where they find

S.

Murphy, Sunnyvale
732-1900

err. They :ire pity,:11,1 hy the
sheriff (Robert Redford I and a
crochety old posse.
And, of course, there’s the female liberation front representative who is oh-so-sympathetic and
concerned about the Indians. This
is a Dr. Elizabeth Arnold, paramour to the sheriff and savior to
the Indians. She carries on a
rather frustrated crusade and
affair simultaneously, both to no
avail.
Anyway, the movie kinl of
drags on. There is an attempt at
s y mhol ism here and there
throughout the story, with the
flashing back and forth of love
scenes between the respective
couples, but mostly it is a fairly
cut-and-dried proposal.
But aside from the humdrum
mood of the drama, the acting
and direction are quite good. Robert Redford is adequate as the
go-get -ens sheriff, but Robert
Blake as Willy Boy is excellent.
He possesses the right kind of
intense ferocity for the role, and
always seems to manage to stay
just a step above the stereotype
of the strong and silent Indian.
Of the females, Katherine Ross
plays a rather energetic Indian
maiden, who never seems to stop
threwing her arms around Willy’s
nrek. But she is convincing
enough. Dr. Arnold is played by
Susan Clark in a rather dry
manner, but one suitable to the
part.
Another aspect of the film that
I found most annoying was the
darkness of the night scenes.
For some strange reason, most
of the movie seems to take place
at night in the plains and desert
where there are no lights at all.
Anil they apparently decided to
portray them realistically by
using practically no implementation of their own. Consequently,
I missed a great deal of the
night action I Diii 1 miss very
much, I ask myself.).

Aff

220 Sweep Paces
An unprecedented sweep of the
220-yard dash paved the way to
an 84-70 California track victory
over San Jose State Saturday in
Berkeley.
That race, in addition to a solid
team effort for the Bears and
some disappointing performances
for SJS, gave the Spartans their
only dual meet loss of the year
and the first in the last two years.
It was the first time in SJS
history, according to coach Bud
Winter, that the Spartans have
ever had all three places taken
from them in a sprint race.
Leading the way to the Bear
sweep was freshman Isaac Curtis,
who turned in a 21.1 around a
turn. He was followed by junior
Eddie Hart, who was given a 21.5
and junior Dave Masters, 21.6.
Kirk Clayton, who was favored to
win the race for SJS, came out
of the blocks slow and found himself too far behind when he came
off the turn to catch up.
Earlier in the meet, Clayton
tied his lifetime best and set a
Stadium record by dashing to a
9.3 win in the 100. Clayton burst
out of the blocks to take an early
lead but had to hold off Curtis,
who took second, also with a 9.3.
In one of the other key races
of the day, the Bears set a meet
record in the 440 relay with a
39.9, finishing far ahead of SJS,
timed in 40.9.
SJS had disappointing performances in two areas that cost decisive points. In the long jump,

Marion Anderson, who was expected to win, had a bail day and
had to settle for second with a
leap of 24-2’2. Jim Eraser of Cal
won the event with a 24-412. Cal
also picked up eight points with
a first and second in the triple
jump. Adrian Porter, who has
gone better than 50 feet, could
only manage third with a 48 -7’4 Fraser also won that event with
a meet record of 49-10i4.
Carty and freshman Buck
Black provided the Spartans with
their chief bright spots.
After a slow start, Carty came
from behind to win the 120 high
hurdles, overtaking teammate
Sam Caruthers and Cal’s Kerry
Hampton. He had a time of 14.1.
a meet record. Caruthers picked
up the important second with a
14.2
In the 440 intermediates, Carty
came from out of nowhere to
sneak by Cal’s Bob McClennan
and Roddy Lee at the tape in a
photo finish. Carty and McClennan were both timed in 52.5.
Black turned in a herculean
effort, running the mile, 880 and
a leg in the mile relay. In the
mile, Black ran his lifetime
a 4:08.8, while chasing Cal’s in., standing sophomore Clifton
to a 4:07.3.
Black then came back with an
outstanding 1:53.4 880. his best
mark of the year, and ran second man on the mile relay team
with a 440 leg of 49.5.
Other winners for the Spartans
included Richard Marks in the

shot put with a :),C-1, Darold Dent
in thc 3,00naneter stcepiceb.,Elmo Dees. 47.6 iii the 440, Is.,
Myton, 1:52.4 in the 880, (’aruthers. with a 16-1) pole %atilt,
and the mile relay team of Kelley
Smith, Black, Dees and Myton.
Cal’s top mark of the duty was
Ihy freshman javelin star Bruce
Kenniidy. who set is school record

rif4ctin Wonders
Three Wins

Intramurais
The

All-College

basketball

tourney, originally scheduled to
begin Wednesday, March 18, will
start tonight.
Independent champ Zoo will
take on fraternity runner-up
Theta Chi (6 p.m., MG) and frat
league winner A’10 battles independent runner up Lucubrators
(7 p.m., MG) in tonight’s first
round action. The winners play
All-College
the
for
Tuesday
Championship.
Thursday, in the fraternity
league title game, ATO upset
Theta Chi, 59-31. Craig Sobs-two
led the winners with 22 points
and Paul Dempsey added 19. Dick
Peraldo scored 10 and held high
scoring Dave Mercer to 15. The
score was tied, 23-23, at the half.
Dave Gatos was high scorer for
Theta (’hi with 18.
In the independent title game,
highly favored Zoo held off a
late Lucubrator spurt to win,
59-53 Zoo guards Gary Anderson
and Steve Perkey led the way by
hitting for 21 and 17 points re- ,
spectively. Mike Duggan led the
losers with 21 digits while John-

HAWAII
SUMMER SESSION WITH

nie LeTourneau helped the cause
with 10.
Also on tap tonight will be the
lower division championship 18
p.m., MG) game between Sunshine Boys No. 2 and the Dirty
Derelicts.
The Derelicts reached the finals by whipping US. 75-46.
Thursday. Leading the winners’
attack was Vic Convertino with
28 points. Larry Ballinger hit for
22, John Yoast 14 and John
Harper 12 to aid the offensive
punch of the Derelicts. Steve McLain had 19 digits and Elias
Charinez 16 to lead the US attack.
In the other setni-final game,
Sunshine won in overtime from
Moulder Hall No. 2, 52-46. Terry
Kline and Mike Oaks led the
winners with 14 points apiece.
Joe Hicks was high inan for
Moulder with 15 and flak. Knott
added 13.

Jay Eike and Bob Grover threw
seven and five-hit shutuouts, respectively, as SJS swept a doubleheader 4-0 and 1-0 against Cal
State Hayward Saturday after
freshman Mike Rusk pitched the
Spartans to a sloppy 5-4 Friday
win over St. Mary’s.

oftrtkois

Catcher Mike Hazelhofer had
two hits. including a game-winning ninth-inning double, to give
lefthander Gruver his third victory against no defeats in the
second game Saturday.
In limiting the Pioneers to five
hits, Grover struck out four and
walked three and reduced his
earned run average to an outstanding 0.44. Grover’s most difficult flame was the seventh in
which tie overcame a situation
with runners on second and third
with one out by striking out one
Hayward batter and getting the
next on a grounder to second.

Plus $14
On

ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR In the PACIFIC
Fern college credits while enjoying
summer In beautiful Hawaii with the
nationally famous HOward Tours. 22nd
annual year. Enroll at University ot
Hawaii Manoa Campus or In the San
Francisco State College classes at
Waikiki where you choose pass/fail or
alphabetical grades. With us you "live
In Hawaii, not just see It -you person.
ally enjoy the very best of island fun,
not just read about It. Price includes
jet roundtrip from West Coast, Waikiki
hotel-apartment with daily maid serw
Ice, and most diversified schedule of
dinners, parties, shows, sighheeing.
cruises, beach activities, cultural
events, etc.
APPLY: HOWARD TOURS, INC.’ 022
Grand Ave.; Oakland, California 14010

DAVIS
BERKELEY

SANTA CRUZ

********** ***** *********

SPRING
SPECIAL!
Tune-ups

DISTANCE ACE-One of the fop collegiate 3000 meter
steeplechasers in the nation, Darold Dent turned in a 9:00.8 in
the NCAA finals. Here he is shown winning against Stanford in a
fine early season time of 9:06.8. He also is a fine miler, two miler
and three miler and long distance runner.

V8’s-$30
6 Cyl.-$25
Cy1.-$22.50

4

Bill Russell’s ’Go Up
For Glory’ Talk Set
Bill

Russell,

basketball

world champion

player-coach

of

the

Boston Celtics, will speak on "Go
Up for GI( ry" Thursday. March
19 at Mt. Pleasant High Schoci
at 8 p.m. under the auspices n!
the San Jose City College Spun,
Cultural Series.
The program. which will I,,
presented in the gyninasiiiin
Mt. Pleaant High School
Rd., is open ,
S01101
,
iio admission ,!
,s r e 4.. entl
, !lime of the
naii
::
5, N
Ills

SANTA BARBARA

TAX INCLUDED

*

All Parts And

1.C’S ANGELES
RIVERSIDE
IRVINE

Labor Guaranteed

"This
young people ii
the greatest cull. u- general
. ;
country’s history,
it Lis become involved in [Ka he says.

A & B Auto Repairs

thi,,

456 E. San Salvador
Phone: 295-4247

************************
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Summer sessions at the University of California’s 8
campuses start you thinking. There are 2 six -week
sessions at Berkeley, UCLA and Davis and sessions
of various lengths on the other campuses, all beginning in late June. Fees for each session range from
$125 to $160. You have a choice of courses for credit
and professional and educational advancement that’s
as wide as most colleges offer during regular semesters. For an application and more information indicate
the campus of your choice and mail this coupon to:

burro _

HOWARD TOURS

-

ENROLL
HE E
THIS
UMMER.

Although out -hit, seven to six,
in the Saturday opener, the veteran Eike blanked the Pioneers
throughout and Tom Corder’s
two-run double was all he needed
in picking up win No. 4 against
no losses. Fike ran his string of
giving up but one earned run to
21 and two-thirds innings and
saw his ERA fall to a microscopic
0.36.
Outfielder Gary Cunningham
had two hits for SJS and one
stolen base. He pilfered a total
of five in weekend action and has
a season total of 13 in 15 attempts.
SJS overcame four errors Friday by scoring on a St. Mary’s
MiSelle in the eighth for its 5-4
will. The hard throwing Rusk
%vilified 12 in evening his record
at 1-1. Three of the four scores
unearned.
111’ :1110Wl‘d

47
DAYS

$598

T

of weekend wins at
Stadium.
The Spartans face LTSF Tuesday at 3 p.m. in Municipal Stadium and clash with tough Santa
Clara Wednesday night beginning
at 7:30 in Buck Shaw Stadium.

tar’4111

over Bob Gephart, 6-0, 6-1.
Rounding out the Spartan
sweep of singles matches were
Rand Bogisich. a 6-1, 6-1 winner
over Randy Yee, and Rick Ishikawa, a 6-0, 6-2 winner over Joe
Knapik.
already
the on
With
cinched. Krikorian substituted
freely in the doubles, but SJS
still swept each match.
Randy Berkman and Young
teamed in the number one doubles, and outlasted Basler and
Yee, 6-1, 6-1.
Number two doubles showed
Ishikawa and Bogisich scoring
a 7-5, 6-2 victory over Engelberg
and Roche.
Completing the sweep of doubles, Rock Fitzpatrick teamed
with Rick Patton and the Spartan pair came through a. Oh
6-2, 8-6 win over Knapik and
Gebhart.

-

n.

Spartan hitters continued their
hitting lull, producing a total of
only 16 safeties. taut S.JS hurlers
turned in three complete games,
two of them shutouts, enabling
SJS’ nine to up it: recoid to 10-2

Deuce-Netters Even
Mark, Blast Hayward
SJS. tennis team equaled its
season record at 2-2 by scoring
a 9-0 whitewash win over visiting Cal State Hayward Thursday.
The win marked the second
straight blank for Butch Krikoritin’s netters, who defeated San
Francisco Stae, 7-0, last Tuesday.
U.S.F. visits the Spartan courts
for a 2:30 encounter, Thursday,
March 19.
Number one singles man Chuck
White took the feature match
from Hayward’s Dave Engelberg,
6-1, 6-1.
Hank Lloyd also picked up Ms
second singles win on the year
with an easy 6-0, 6-3 triumph
over Kirk Bassler.
Robbie Wheatley and Jan
Young, who normally make up
SJS’ number two doubles team,
each scored singles wins against
Hayward. Wheatley took Dave
Roche, 6-0, 6-1 and Young won
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Brandt l’o.sersity of Michigan.
"Rttional Desires."
Ilspenntental College: StensInee
iii, Nuns iolence, 7 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail. Tenth and San Carlos
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-How to Practice NonV a ilunce."
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t’aileti Campus Christian
12:30 p.m., Jonah’s Wail,
h St. Spartan Daily ediill speak to all students eat40-eitrit hot lunch.
Tuu, 1:30 p.m., S
-0.4.11.,
. in Medical Techno.: guest speaker.
’shields. 6:30 p.m..
.
Push interviews
-,iphomore and

Alpha Ismaili
CU. \I

nutmbers

,

Journalise. iii ;
JC 203 F.:,
mer intern, .1.
quired to attimt
Wanwss’, ii;
Oily 3:30
i.it.
plays
Philosophy Ibid.
ho,im
Almadi n

iuI

%merle:on Marketing. Association (AMA). 7 P.M, (’U. -Almaden Rie.m. R. M. Sellers, Lock pithily relations manager, to
ak
Spears, 6 p.m., College
Pledge initiation with
. ;far meeting afterwards.
1IS I si)A15
; itionall
3 p.m. In Center. 292 S. Ninth
tor International Week.
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:Itrough 8, will be disal
Campus
organizations
to participate in the In01. 1:00(1 HaZalit
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,

international, 3:311
i
’
d
1100M. Short
liteiness meeting. 6 p.m. Old Colliaa’ Union Parking Lot, Ninth
mil San Carlos streets. 6:30 p.m
Easter party at Children’s Sheller

STOCKP
Fig

t Is. UM’S
r.inental College: Yogn
alitatIon, 7:30 p.m., 70
; Way, San Jose. YogiAlezandrou to
1,,
more info call 286’t15T NI.milay through Saturday
,5 1.
;
’
/’itside, 712 Elm St.,
u, ’awl S. 10th St. Volundesperately needed as Big
lhor, and Sisters as well as
,;a1 tutors.
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Honor Fraternity
’,mks Response
For ’Tower List’

, Lifis
Lo,
Notes rack when yo1.1
need .wr. understand.
inq Ste.atwe
Oyer 175 tires always
Amiable Sit Beater
Or Use Coupes
Only $1 each

record 30.000 "Tower List"
..litition card packets were
past.ed out by Tau Delta Phi durirm their Feb. 24 through March
6 t’ampai)zn.
Althotruth this figure represents
5:1 p
cent increase over last
distribution, the frit,rriiiy still faces a major proleonly 2,000 packets have
turned in.
’I , relieve this problem.
La:as I I icks, "Tower List" COMMit lee chairman, has announced
that cants can still be turned in
,1 Box T in the College Union.

Spartan Bookstore
In t’.ew
Student 31cFng

Looking for a great meal?
Try Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG PARNEY
French Fries &Coke
It you

heveill t

r) Bt

Bar, ,.

Saint Patrick’s Day To Feature
’Shamrocks for Distrophy’ Drive
Sa,nt Pat iack’s Day wil; mean
more this year than just shamrocks and the luck of the Iri,h.
Designated Muscular Distrait*
Day by Mayor Ron James, residents of San Jose will join
rest of the nation in a onefund raising campaign to ben,:
the Muscular Distrophy Au’,.., tion of America.
Conducting the drive
"Shamrocks for Distrophy" lor
Santa Clara County. will be th,
fraternities and sororities as St:*
headed by Rob Evalsted of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity.
The fraternity and sororit
members will be donating the.:
time by manning booths tomorrow at shopping centers throughout the county from 12-7 p.m.
"Shamrocks for Distrophy" was
originated last year at the University of Michigan by Sigma Phi
Epsilon and 40 other fraternities
and sororities.
Contributions will supisirt patient services, research, ant eientummy services in the battle I.

,r I)ist roph> .
fitht
The d ., .-, causes deterioration of tta muscles and eventually iatsults in death. Over twothirds of au. 5
ins are children.
-eeive a green
Donots St

Algerian Briar
/tend Fruhionml PIPES
Custom Blended Tobacco

Pipe 8c Gfiarru

lrip

4546 El Camino Real
Village Corner Shopping Center
(415) 941.1228
Los Altos, Calif. 94022

"Shamrocks for Distroplis
for their contribution. The
that has given luck to the Iredi
for motto ies may now give luck
to someone whose life is seemingly hopeless.
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
KEG BAR!
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

94,

YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7.30
rue Way S.J. 266
JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
HAWAII. Special student otter includes
.,tare. 5 islands, a car, voyage on a
sch,,,ner & more for $269. If you can
dig it and want more info, call Dennis
a’ 292 71946 erenings.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
a d ,,,ensed pilots. Four p;r)
;reit,
ow membership fees &
dues. Cert. flIght instructors a.,,I. 7226160.
WE CAN HELP SPONSOR YOUR NEXT
.1, M
Srnr,ly se, i

Mage Hearing
Rescheduled
For Friday

,TIUM
C.1y, CA.
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----THIS SUMMER SPEND 43 DAYS IN SKIIS AND POLES
SLec:ai Tcur for st,dents. Vis:1
qiend, lay. France, Austria
Gree.e.
HOI:ond, Sw,tzerland & Berii
GOrOrt’
SieLiert July 17 from L.A. 51095 all
T
Bob Woods
The hearing of DE. David Mage,
HELP IMAKTED (4)
assistant professor of chemical
PERSIAN COOKING LESSONS cu, INSIDE SALES,
d salary. Start
engineering, before the Disciplim
THi
day. 22 hrs. a week. Work until sum.
arN,’ Action Committee scheduled
Ar oly 9 a.m, to 8 p.m. 210 S. 1st
for today has been tentatively reSALE. 1.7.43 Cream, Soft Drink vending
scheduled for Friday. The loca- REVIVAL - PUBLIC WELCOME ’
route.
Part or full time. Must have
tion and time will be announced
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
t.
2, 123/.
-i5B No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
this week.
sr s. Entertain.
.
Dr. Mage is charged with un- TALENTED
PART Time & Temp. babvsitters & house’
0.5 e.p,ure and experikeepers needed. Heetherlee Agencies.
professional conduct and otta r
club atmosphere. Call for 296-3533.
charges, related to the Ameriiain
4775,
for
t- 243-4595. Ask
WANTED
Federation of Teachers I API’.
es=iA me part time by te’I
strike last year, by the Chem ii ’a I DO THE DEAD RETURN? A,dre Kole Pr.’
.
the NEW MIRELLE
Engineering Department. heaii. .1
-, 34 colors. Commissions
by Dr. Robert Johnk.
oar sale. For details conJOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
’ ’ ’I 253 1101 (24 hr. ph.)
Friday’s hearing was canceili,d
because Mage’s attorney, Job!
Thorne, was unable to atteiri.
He is currently involved in a
murder trial which is extending
longer than anticipated.
The disciplinary hearing firI
began on March 3, but was post ruined until today to enable Dr.
Johnk to present student witnesses to testify to Mage’s absences and schedule changes during last year’s strike.

1-=)’s
(.1 itt.tr
4. I

’

r

y

----, NORTH TAHOE CABIN, ,,- Week.
757

le..45.

GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
FREE RM/BD and small salary ,.ty nights & wk -ends with lady OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
le. Cell 293-2904.
Allied Emort Distributors, 522 Merchant
WALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Street, S.F. 94111.
, .
17
’
.1’ campus. Heated pool.
),
S. 5th St. #18. Call 292 - MEET YOUR PERFECT MATCH. 296-3533
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE $2.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shoen
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
r.
apt. on So. 10th. Call Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
ROOM . 2 or 3 people. Kitchen privi
a rncnth. 128 N 10th St., AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
i .
year for married. good students. Also
44cellen1 savings for single men over 21.
eviLLOW GLEN HOUSE 4 Ldrrn.. 2 Call George Campbell 244-9600.
colt 2 cc, oarage. Quiet. 10 rnir-.
FAST & ACCURATE TYPING for term
frcrn rampus, 941-6521.
papers, reports, etc. Call 293-1648 beWANTED:
. . Could be tween 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
. ).- .hild. Share 4
241-3513.
WRITING A CHORE? Let me help you
FEMALE ROOMMATE: To share 1 bdrm. with your term paper or thesis. Editing
ii’ ’--., 620 S. 9th #29. and revision. 295-5606.
42
293
TO THE GREEN CUCUMBER: Check
our round robin rates. Apt. No, 8.
LOST AND FOUND 161
TYPING MY HOME - Campbell Area
-Electric Typewriter PICA Type, 379FOUND Black female puppy with brown 5098.
oaws and chest. Mon. March 9, near
trh St. and Williams. Call 287-7828.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
LOST - Black kitten - 3/7/70 - from purpose including environmental por230 So. 10th. Call 292-3267, 297-1671, traits, model composites, weddings, art
pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
287-4428 REWARD.

,

LOST: GIRL’S GOLD SAPHIRE RING.
TRANSPORTATION 191
3
_cd e. room 2rd fl. Ed.
Pad. 225.4826 eves, or take to SJS
Securities Off. . . . Large reward for CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
ieturn of sentimental ring. No questions. one way - $289 round trip. Japan, $350
Contact Prof. Mager, 293-1033.
LOST wallet and check book in Mac
Quarrie Hell telephone booth, 3/II, ur- EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DIECOUNTS available to holders of filo
gent. retLrn.
Reward, 251-3831.
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and purPERSONALS (71
chase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 Son
IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE IN GHOSTS Vicente Blvd. *4. LA., Calif.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 8431857.
0-.. mill

SERVICES. (8)
DANCERS WANTED, "Not
. night or part-time
Must be 21. Inter AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
eeor Single Age 24 and
111 292-2676 - THE
-2)) S. Bascom Avenue, up $93. Married age 19 to 23 8147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900,

GO-GO

PIN,
5, -

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Astenian-298-4104.

HOUSING 151

AUTOMOTIVE 121

VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used ENGLISH MAJOR share 3 bdrm house
in English. low rent for
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I oil
- 225-5345 after 4:30.
or wrecked VW.
buy your brc,e,
1.. -Cert., 82 r-- SJ, 292-3768.
FEMALE TO SHARE 1 bdrm, luo apt.
259-9676. Out
’67 CAMARO SS 350, r’h, 4 spd., rally w v
of
1’
..
do. N. blue. Exc.
’3
.’ ’ 3064.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - upper
share 2 bdrm. townhouse at
’68 650 -.TRIUMPH. Very Clean. Exc. d
.
,ornpl. overhauled. Rc.11 I reel Apts. Pool/Sauna. $80/mo.
4022.
Ca]
.
n ,ins. rings, valve job.
7
29-1911.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE. Here’s
’c campus quiet conducive
’68 CAMARO. 750 C.I.D. Six, 3 speed
50/rno. 406 S. I Ith St.
mical and stylish hat1 the country $1.650 MALE ROOMMATE WANTED - 726
i 1%1
a 2 bdrm. fern.
64 MG 1100. R&M 4 door. Just rebuilt. Ca 295 -CE
-it Cond. British Racing Green.
5"
297 9963 Aft. 6Ken

When the hearing reconvene,.
Dr. Mage will intrixhice student
witnesses to speak on his behalf ,
and present information relating
to his professional background.
Prior to the forming of the
hearing committee, Dr. Mage was
asked by the Engineering Department to resign and if he dad, I hu
charges would be dropped. He
refused to resign.
’’The purpose of the charges is
to have me terminated, not dis- I AUTO TUNED, CORRECTED, ADJUSTED, LUBED. Equitable rates corn.
ciplined," stated Dr. Mage.
brad with honest labor. Help put a
student through school. Specialities (but
not limited): VW, Volvo. Corvair, Call
Dick at 294-9170 eves.
’63 RAM. AMBASS., 3 -on -floor, V-8
R&H. Good Cond.. Must sell, $250.00.
248-5080 or 287-1124 eves.
’69 VW CONVERT. Yellow, black top.
16.000 mi. Must sell - DRAFTED! Retail $1995. Best offer over $1.800. Call
days. 246-4616. Ask for Don or Terry.

TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Ac.
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baiter, Phone
244-6581,
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Frse Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251.
2598.

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
flights: 5270-5325 roundtrip, $150 Onoway. Coordinator: Professor Frank Pad.
247 Roycroft. Long Beach 90803, 4382179.
EASTER VACATION, Thumbing to L.A.
Would like female companion. Call Bruce
734-0992.

To Place
an ad:

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet]
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.

Come to:

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Avis.
’ 371-0395, San Jose.

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

ELVIRA KROTCHLOW SELLS
NO -RUN PANTYHOSE WITH

St. Patrick,

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

the Goddess of
Spring, and the
Easter Bunny

tret,o,

all agree ...

Regular Price 840

6

celebrate
with flowers.

’69 GTO. RAM AIR IV, 4 spd. & more.
Must sell. $3200 or offer. 415-593-6794.
’61 PONTIAC convertible, automatic.
radio. bsue with a white top. &200, call
287-4436.
’61 FORD School Bus, good body, new
Cal 292-9572 after 6:30.

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

FOR SALE 13)

Send in handy order blank

GUITAR, CLASSICAL - nylon strings.
Flawless, - not a scratch. New $250.
Must sacrifice $100. 738-2689.

Enclose cash or check.

SURPLUS - 0.1. end COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott, pants,
clothing. polyfoarn, camping supplies,
back pecking gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
Sundays. 2E7-3942.

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

GENERAL ELECTRIC PORT ABLE
STEREO. I yr. old: excellent condition.
$55. Call Pet evenings. 286-4538.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

MUNTZ 4 -track car tape & 50 tapes.
Tapes for sale singley at $2.00 apiece.
Rock tapes. Cell Jim, 287-7408.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Where it’s fun taint

Minimum
Three lines
One day

March 17

RED risartn
Sidh and Santa

3
4
5
6

Clara

MARCH SPECIAL:
50 COFFEE

9th & SANTA CLARA
PHONE: 295-4321

lines !
lines
lines
lines

Add this ’
amount tor ;
each add’
hone! line

One day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00.50

No refunds on cancelled ads, Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.30
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
- Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sala (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
[.]

0 Personals (7)
El Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

City

For
_ Enclosed is $_ _
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

